Ati Evolution

Service machine
for automatic transmissions

ATI EVOLUTION
Technology and innovation
The machine was conceived to replace completely the automatic
transmission oil and to clean the respective circuit on all vehicle
models. The service machine for automatic transmissions ATI
Evolution optimally adapts to the circuit in which it is inserted, this
making it multifunctional and compatible with any type of automatic
transmission, including semi-automatic transmissions. Extremely
precise, easy to use and adaptable, it prevents operating faults and
requires just one user, even not specialized. There is no need to
determine the flux direction and the way the pipes are connected
to the car is therefore not relevant. Conceived and manufactured
to guarantee precision, safety and reliability in all usages, the
machine allows to automatically perform the service procedures
on automatic transmissions (flush, replacement and oil filling). All
steps are managed by the display of its advanced software, while
the scales check the incoming and outcoming oil and guarantee a
safe and rapid functioning. A rich equipment completes the machine
and enables its usage on the total vehicle fleet.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 pressure sensors
2 temperature probes
2 3-way solenoid valves
2 scales
Aluminum manifold filter with
5 submerged solenoid valves
2 unidirectional valves covered by Parker protection
From 0,1 to 20 bar pump

Raccordi inclusi
LC0050
LC0051
LC0058
LC0062
LC0063
LC0085
LC0089
LC0106
LC00650
LC00651
LC00660
LC00670
LC00680
LC00690
LC00970
LC00980
LC00860
LC0301

MERCEDES
AUDI(INCLUDING 0AW), VOLKSWAGEN
OPEL-GM
MERCEDES, JEEP, FIAT, CHRYSLER
BMW, MERCEDES, LAND ROVER
MERCEDES, HIUNDAY, KIA, SSANGYONG
OPEL, SUBARU, MAZDA, CITROEN, RENAULT,
ALFA ROMEO, LANCIA
HIUNDAY, SANTAFE’ JAPAN
BMW, RANGE ROVER, JAGUAR, ISUZU
MERCEDES, HIUNDAY, KIA, SSANGYONG
AISIN
DSG
AUDI
BMW, VOLVO, MERCEDES
VOLKSWAGEN, PORSCHE, LEXUS, MITSUBISHI
BMW 8-SPEED AC01600
LEVEL PROBE 6X4
MPS6
CONNECTING TUBES Ø 10, Ø 13, Ø 15

Ati Evolution software
A dedicated app inside the service machine for automatic transmissions Ati Evolution guides the user step by step
in performing all necessary procedures for the correct service of automatic transmissions. Thanks to the function
“Customer quote” you can give correct and precise quotes, knowing exactly which components are to replace and which
oil is necessary for the service.

HOME - Through the home page you can access to the different
sections of the application.

CUSTOMER QUOTE - Automatically provide accurate quotes.

GUIDED PROCEDURE - The procedure for the component
replacement is illustrated step by step.

MONITORING - Procedures monitoring.

Kit professional
The Professional kit includes all connections used for the automatic transmissions service. In particular it is
composed by 13 optional connections, which are compatible with the following brands: MERCEDES BENZ,
SSANGYOUNG, JAGUAR, MITSUBISHI, JEEP, DODGE, RENAULT, FORD, FIAT, CITROEN, PEUGEOT, NISSAN, FORD,
VOLVO, LAND ROVER,TOYOTA, SUZUKI, MAZDA, AUDI, BMW, MINI and VOLVO.

